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I. Warm-up: Back to session 1

• What’s the	main	information?	

• 1)	Armaments

• 2)	Actors	

• 3)	Issues	



1)	Armaments

Armaments

Aeronautics

Land-based

Weapons
Systems

Naval



2)	Actors	(partnerships &	conflicts)	

Actors

Bureaucratic
stakeholders

Military
stakeholders

Political
stakeholders

Industrial
stakeholders

Non-state	
stakeholders

International	
stakeholders

Joël	Barre	(FR)	
Sir	Nicholas	Carter,	Chief	of	Defence Staff	(UK)

Margarita	Robles (SP)
Alessandro	Profumo (IT)	

Marc	Darmon	(FR)	
Thierry	Breton	(FR)	



3)	Issues

Issues

Firms
(National	or	
European?)

3.	Governance
(States	or	

companies?)

4.	Alliances
(Brakes and	
drivers?)	

5.	Innovation
(Opportunities

or	risks?)

6.	Arms Trade	
and	Export	

Control	(Right	
balance?)



II. How do you analyse a scientific
article?
• 1) Question
• How or Why (or Who, When)

• 2) Case study-ies
• Comparison or not: Level of analysis (companies) + ‘similar’
case studies

• 3) Argument/Explanation

• 4) Results/Contribution



III. Let’s debate: National or European
champions?



IV.	Let’s sum up:	Main	information	to	
keep in	mind
• 1)	Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019a

• i)	Question	
• Who governs defense companies?

• ii)	Case	studies
• Safran,	Thales	(FR)	vs.	BAe Systems,	Rolls-Royce	(UK)	

• iii)	Argument/Explanation/Assumptions
• Sociology of	economic elites:	

• Relationship	of	board members to	the	State?	
• Their Internationalization?	
• Level of	financialization?		



1)	Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019a

• iv)	Results
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1)	Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019a

• iv)	Results



1)	Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019a

• To sum up:

• à Not the same relationship to the State in the UK and
in FR

• à A weak internationalization in the UK and FR

• à Finance: a similar trend (much important) but still
limited



2)	Faure,	Joltreau,	Smith,	2019b

• i)	Question	

• ii)	Case	studies

• iii)	Argument/Explanation

• iv)	Results



i)	Question

• Why has European integration affected some of
Europe’s defence firms more than others?

• What explains the co-existence of national,
transnational and European champions in this industry?



ii)	Case	studies

• The four largest (and most ‘similar’ cases) global
companies located in Europe

• BAe Systems (4th)

• Airbus (7th)

• Thales (8th)

• Leonardo (9th)



Gentle reminder on arms sales: Uneven
global distribution

Remark #1
USA:	+	50%

Remark #2	
EUR4:	22,5%



iii)	Explanation

• A) State of the art
• Three arguments

• B)	A	sociology of	(trans)national	economic elites
• Three hypotheses

• C)	Results



A)	The	state	of	the	art

• The persistence of national champions due to path
dependencies



A)	The	state	of	the	art

• The emergence of transnational firms in the name of
‘economic patriotism’



A)	The	state	of	the	art

• The superposition of (trans)national firms due to
change in the international market



B) Three hypotheses

• 1) There is a correlation between each firm’s ratio of civilian
vs. military production and the degree of that firm’s
European integration

• 2) The more links there are between company’s board
members and their respective state, the less likely it is that
European integration will be deep

• 3) A correlation between each firms’ level of European
integration and that of the internationalisation of their
boards of directors



Gentle reminder: The top 25 arms-
producing (2019)



C)	Results



C) Results



C)	Results



Conclusion	

• To sum up:

• à Kind of production and level of international work
well except for Leonardo (still an enigma)

• à Relationship with the State: Thales, Airbus vs. BAe,
Leonardo


